FENLAND HALLOWEEN
WITH

ELY MUSEUM
of creatures who are associated with Halloween like bats or vampires are awake at night.
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This is because they are nocturnal. They are mainly active at night when they hunt or feed and
then they sleep during the day . Can you think of 3 nocturnal creatures who live in the fens? Draw
them in the boxes below!

Ghostly goings on in Ely!
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A ghost is thought to be the spirit of a dead person or animal. Scientists say that there are no real
ghosts but many people believe that there are! There are lots of stories about ghosts in books &
films and sometimes the ghost is the spirit of a person who was killed or died. The ghost may stay
on Earth because they have a task to complete, loved ones to say goodbye to or to haunt a particular
building or place. A few people have even seen ghosts in Ely! Have you ever seen a ghost?
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Pumpkins are grown across the fens & many are carved at Halloween.

A jack-o'-lantern is a carved pumpkin, turnip, or other root
vegetable lantern associated with Halloween & its name comes
from the phenomenon of a strange light flickering
over peat bogs, called a will-o'-the-wisp or a
jack-o'-lantern. Will-o'-the-wisp's are
popular in fenland folk tales. Design your
own pumpkin here & why not have a
go at carving a real pumpkin too?

People often share spooky stories at Halloween. Have a go at creating your own inspired by
Black Shuck, a spooky fenland creature!
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Feared throughout the fens, Black Shuck is a ghostly black dog which
is said to roam the coastline and countryside of East Anglia. Some
reports say he was over 7ft tall with red eyes the size of saucers!
Shuck features heavily in local folklore, including in Littleport where he
is said to have haunted the village & the first known written text
describing a Black Shuck in England goes back to 1127 in the
Cambridgeshire city of Peterborough. To see Black Shuck was
believed to be either a protective spirit or an omen of death!
Will you write your story, using lots of descriptive words to describe
the spooky atmosphere & Black Shuck's scary appearance or will you
dim the lights, gather your family round & share your story out loud?
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The history of Halloween!

All Hallows' Eve falls on 31st October each year, and is the day before All Hallows' Day, also
known as All Saints' Day in the Christian calendar. The Church traditionally held a vigil on All Hallows'
Eve when worshippers would prepare themselves with prayers and fasting prior to the feast day itself.
The name comes from the Old English 'hallowed' meaning holy, though today, many people use the
abbreviation 'Halloween' instead of 'All Hallows' Eve'!
It is also widely believed that many Halloween traditions have evolved from an ancient Celtic festival
called 'Samhain', a Gaelic word meaning 'end of the summer'. This festival is believed to have been a
celebration of the end of the harvest, and a time of preparation for the coming winter.
One of the Samhain traditions still popular today on the 31st October is creating & wearing a special
costume!
Give your family 1 minute to make a Halloween costume from things you can find in your house & then
vote for the winner! For an extra challenge, give them just 1 room in the house to choose their props in!
Will they wrap themselves in toilet roll & be an Egyptian mummy or become a robot using whisks &
spatulas in the kitchen?

Children in costume, 1929

Children in modern costumes

Children in costume, 1943

Will you draw a will-o'-the-wisp?
Although a natural phenomenon, will-o'-the-wisp's are
important in British, and in particular, in fenland folklore
and myths. Will-o'-the-wisp is the popular name for standing
flames that are occasionally seen on peat bogs and marshy
ground, just like we have in the fens. Thought to be caused by
the spontaneous ignition of gasses given off by rotting crops &
grasses in the fields; Fenland myths say they are supernatural &
that the light they give off can lure people into to danger and
even to their death!
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Have a go at drawing what you think a will-o'-the-wisp would
look like. Use this poem from 1869 as inspiration for how they
might move too!
Published 1869, author unknown
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Create a safe keep & carry it for protection
Before the Fens were drained, the expanses of misty swamps and meres were dangerous,
especially at night and when there was no moon. It was said that evil creatures lived in the
marshes and bogs waiting to lure the unwary to their deaths: boggarts, bogles, will-o'-the-wisps with
their dancing lights and the dead hand which would emerge from the water and pull a man to his
death. Many were lost in the dark fen and never seen again. Fenlanders often carried small hessian
bags called 'safe keeps' with them to protect against these creatures. What would you carry in yours?

This safe keep will protect you from:
Fenland boggarts and big spiders in

It includes:

the museum!

This safe keep will protect you from:
____________________________

It includes:

A rabbits whisker, a hedgehogs nose & the
slime of an eel

It must be worn:
Around your neck at all times in the Fens,
but especially at night

_____________________________

It must be worn:

_____________________________

Scaring away the witches!
These Elizabethan boys shoes from the collection at Ely
Museum, were found bricked up in the walls of the Ely
Porta, which now forms part of King's Ely! It is possible these
shoes were placed into the wall to ward off witches which
was a common practice. The Elizabethans believed in magic,
both good and bad. Many communities had 'cunning folk'
who they believed could cure disease, provide charms and
love spells, foretell the future, find lost property and counter
'black' or 'dark' magic. Dark magic was believed to been
done by people who had supernatural powers because they had made a pact with the Devil & it was
blamed for all sorts of bad fortune. If crops failed, people became ill or even if something was
broken, witchcraft was often blamed. What would you use to scare away the witches?
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Cure your ails with a potion from the Wise Woman!
As they did not have doctors, a long time ago,
people in the Fens would visit the local Wise
Woman to get cures for illnesses and accidents. The
Wise Woman would suggest cures we cannot find at
the doctors or pharmacist today! Some things were
eaten, placed on the skin or had to buried in the
garden to work.
Like a witches potion, some cures were made with
traditional herbs, plants and animals. Some were things
we might use today like rosemary or lavender, others
were things like spiders webs, eel skins or rats blood!

This is a cure for
………………………………
Take the …………………………..
And mix it with ……………………….
Then add in …….…………………….
Take the cure by ……...………….

What would you use in your cure?

Repeat for …….……………………..
Can you help the witch work out this sum? She needs enough for her potion to work!
Add the legs & tails together & write your answer in the cauldron
The legs of 4 & a
half spiders

+

+

The legs & tail of
a black cat

+

The legs of 2
toads

The legs & tail of 2
rats + an extra tail

=
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